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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a hybrid reconfigurable
intelligent surface (RIS) comprising of active and passive ele-
ments to aid an integrated sensing and communication (ISAC)
system serving multiple users and targets. Active elements in
a hybrid RIS include amplifiers and phase shifters, whereas
passive elements include only phase shifters. We jointly design
transmit beamformers and RIS coefficients, i.e., amplifier gains
and phase shifts, to maximize the worst-case target illumination
power while ensuring a desired signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio for communication links and constraining the RIS noise
power due to the active elements. Since this design problem is not
convex, we propose a solver based on alternating optimization to
design the transmit beamformers and RIS coefficients. Through
numerical simulations, we demonstrate that the performance of
the proposed hybrid RIS assisted ISAC system is significantly
better than that of passive RIS assisted ISAC systems as well as
ISAC systems without RIS even when only a small fraction of
the hybrid RIS contains active elements.

Index Terms—Active RIS, hybrid RIS, integrated sensing
and communication, reconfigurable intelligent surfaces, transmit
beamforming.

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) systems are
envisioned to play a key role in 6G systems [1], [2]. ISAC sys-
tems aim to establish reliable communication links with users
while sharing the same spectral resources to simultaneously
perform sensing tasks. Dual function radar communication is
a type of an ISAC system with a common dual function radar
communication base station (DFBS) carrying out both sensing
and communication tasks.

Large bandwidth at mmWave frequencies enables higher
data rates and precise positioning, thereby making the
mmWave frequency band attractive for ISAC systems [3].
However, operating at mmWave frequencies is challenging due
to the extreme pathloss, which often renders the non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) paths very weak. Reconfigurable intelligent sur-
faces (RISs) are a promising technology, which can favorably
modify the wireless propagation environment by introducing
additional paths [4], [5]. Typically, an RIS comprises of a fully
passive array of phase shifters, which can be remotely tuned
to introduce certain phase shifts to the incident signal. Passive
RISs, which are envisaged as one of the crucial technology
for wireless communication systems [6], have unsurprisingly
received significant research interest for sensing as well as
ISAC systems [7]–[12]. However, a common problem with
passive RISs is the so-called double fading, where the effective
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pathloss of the link via the RIS is the product of pathlosses
of the transmitter-RIS and RIS-receiver links. Hence, the
improvement in communication or sensing performance due
to the passive RIS is not significant when the direct link itself
is sufficiently strong.

In contrast to passive RISs, active RISs have phase shifters
and reflection-type amplifiers that are capable of amplifying
the incident signals [13]–[15]. Active RISs do not comprise
of any radio frequency (RF) chains and are different from
systems with passive phase shifters replaced with fully active
sensors or decode-and-forward relays [16]. Active RISs of-
fer remarkable improvement in performance when compared
with traditional passive RISs for communications [13], [14]
and radar detection [15]. However, active amplifier elements
introduce additional noise, referred to as RIS noise, into the
system, and should be accounted for while designing systems
with active RISs.

In this work, we consider a hybrid RIS, which comprises
of both active and passive elements, but without any RF
chains to decode or process impinging signals. In particular,
we consider a hybrid RIS-assisted ISAC system, wherein a
DFBS is communicating with multiple users while sensing
multiple targets. Specifically, we design transmit beamformers
at the DFBS and coefficients of the hybrid RIS to maximize the
worst-case target illumination power at targets while ensuring
a minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for
the communication user equipments (UEs) and constraining
the amount of RIS noise at targets. Since we consider a
hybrid RIS, modeling and design are different compared to
existing works [9]–[12], which focus on designing passive
phase shifters without RIS noise.

Since this design problem is a non-convex optimization
problem, we propose an alternating optimization procedure
to compute the transmit beamformers and RIS coefficients.
Subproblems pertaining to the design of beamformers for
fixed RIS coefficients and vice versa are also non-convex.
Therefore, we relax the subproblems and obtain semi-definite
programs (SDPs), which can be solved using off-the-shelf
convex solvers. The impact of RIS noise is accounted for
in both the subproblems. Through numerical simulations, we
demonstrate that the performance of the proposed hybrid-RIS
assisted ISAC system is significantly better than that of passive
RIS assisted ISAC systems and ISAC systems without RIS,
even when the number of active elements in the RIS is as few
as 10% of the total number of elements, without significantly
increasing the total power consumption of the ISAC system.
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Figure 1: System model.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a hybrid RIS assisted ISAC system with DFBS
sensing T targets assumed to be stationary during the ob-
servation period while simultaneously serving K users by
transmitting both radar and communication signals, but with
separate beamformers. We consider a narrowband scenario
and model the DFBS as a uniform linear array (ULA) with
elements separated by half of the signal wavelength. We begin
by presenting the downlink transmit signal model, followed by
modeling the hybrid RIS.

A. Downlink transmit signal

Let d = [d1, . . . , dK ]T ∈ CK and t = [t1, . . . , tM ]T ∈ CM

denote the discrete-time complex baseband signals used for
communication and radar sensing, respectively. We further
assume that these signals are uncorrelated with each other
and have unit power, i.e., E [ddH] = IK , E [ttH] = IM , and
E
[
dit

∗
j

]
= 0, ∀ i, j, where the expectation, E [·], is com-

puted over different signal realizations. The DFBS precodes
d using the communication beamformer C = [c1, . . . , cK ] ∈
CM×K and precodes t using the sensing beamformer S =
[s1, . . . , sM ] ∈ CM×M . Then the overall downlink transmit
signal, x, is a superposition of the communication and radar
symbols and is given by

x = Cd+ St. (1)

The corresponding transmit covariance matrix is denoted by
R = E [xxH]. This signal reaches the users and targets via a
direct channel and a reflected channel through the hybrid RIS,
which we model next.

B. Hybrid RIS

Consider an N element square-shaped hybrid RIS. Let ω =
[ω1, . . . , ωN ]T ∈ CN denote the RIS coefficients. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the first L elements of the RIS
are active with a maximum amplifier gain of η. Let us denote
the index set of active elements and passive elements as A =
{1, . . . , L} and P = {L + 1, . . . , N}, respectively. Thus, we
have |ωi| ≤ η for i ∈ A and |ωi| = 1 for i ∈ P . Let Ja ∈

CN×N denote the selection matrix with first L rows being the
same as that of the N×N identity matrix and zeros elsewhere.
The output of the hybrid RIS for an input uin ∈ CN is given
by [13], [14]

uout = diag(ω)uin + Jadiag(ω)n, (2)

where n ∼ CN (0, ν2I) is the RIS noise due to the active
elements. The total output power of the active elements is
Pris = E

[
∥Jadiag(ω) (uin + n) ∥2

]
. Here, we re-emphasize

that only the active elements result in RIS noise.

C. Channel model
The communication channels involving the hybrid RIS

are modeled as Rician fading channels with a Rician factor
ρ, whereas the direct channels between the DFBS and the
users are modeled as Rayleigh fading channels. All the other
channels involving targets are modeled as line-of-sight (LoS)
links. The system model with different underlying channels is
presented in Fig. 1.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The communication performance of a multi-user MIMO
system in terms of data rate or spectral efficiency is determined
by the SINR at the user. Similarly, the sensing performance
of a radar system is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the radar receiver, which in turn predominantly
depends on the target illumination power. Furthermore, the
use of active elements in the RIS results in additional noise
at the output of the RIS that is transmitted towards the
targets and users, thereby adversely affecting the radar and
communication SINR. In this work, we propose to choose
the beamformers and RIS coefficients to maximize the worst-
case target illumination power while guaranteeing a minimum
SINR for the communication users and constraining the RIS
noise.

Let yk = hH

kx + hH

ru,kJadiag(ω)n + wk denote the signal
received at the kth UE, where hk = hbu,k+hru,kdiag(ω)Hbr

(definitions of channel matrices are provides in Fig. 1) and
wk ∼ CN (0, σ2) is the AWGN at the receiver. Using (1),
SINR of the kth user can be computed as

γk =
|hH

kck|2∑K
j=1,j ̸=k |h

H

kcj |2 +
∑M

m=1 |h
H

ksm|2 + zk(ω) + σ2
,

where zk(ω) is the RIS noise power at the kth UE, given by
zk(ω) = E

[
|hH

ru,kJadiag(ω)n|2
]
= ∥hH

ru,kJadiag(ω)∥2ν2.
For the mth target, the target illumination power arising

from the signal transmitted by the DFBS is given by

pm(R,ω) = E
[
|gH

mx|2
]
= g

H

mRgm = Tr
(
Rgmg

H

m

)
, (3)

where gH

m = gH

bt,m + gH

rt,mdiag(ω)Hbr is the overall DFBS-
RIS-target channel vector. The RIS noise at the mth target is
given by

rm(ω) = ∥gH

rt,mJadiag(ω)∥2ν2. (4)

We design the transmit beamformers C and S (alternatively,
the transmit covariance matrix R, which is positive semidefi-
nite) and the coefficients of the hybrid RIS ω while satisfying
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a total transmit power constraint of Pt at the DFBS and Pmax

at the RIS. Let rmax be the RIS noise power constraint for
all targets and Γ be the minimum SINR required for the UEs.
We can then state the design problem as

max
S,C,ω

min
m

pm(R,ω)

subject to R = CC
H
+ SS

H ≽ 0

γk(R,ω) ≥ Γ, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5a)
Tr(R) ≤ Pt (5b)
rm(ω) ≤ rmax, m = 1, . . . , T (5c)
|ωi| ≤ η, i ∈ A, |ωi| = 1, i ∈ P (5d)
Pris(R,ω) ≤ Pmax, (5e)

where (5a) is the SINR constraint for the users, (5b) is due to
the total transmit power constraint at the DFBS, (5c) ensures
that the RIS noise power at each target is bounded, and (5e)
is the total power constraint at the RIS. Here, (5e) also
determines the required capacity of the power source at the
RIS. Due to the total transmit power constraint at the DFBS
and limited gain of the active elements, the total power at the
output of the RIS is upper bounded. Specifically, the upper
bound is provided in the next theorem.

Theorem 1. The total power constraint on the active elements
of the RIS is upper bounded as

Pris ≤ Lη2
[
ζbrPt

(
ρM + 1

ρ+ 1

)
+ ν2

]
, (6)

where ζbr is the pathloss of the DFBS-RIS link.

Proof. The output power at the ith active RIS element
for the incident signal uin = Hbrx is given by qi

∆
=

Ex,hbr,i

[
|hH

br,ix|2
]
+ ν2, where hH

br,i denotes the ith row of
Hbr. Let a(θbr) ∈ CM be the array response vector at the
DFBS towards the direction of RIS, θbr, with ∥a (θbr) ∥2 =
M . From the assumed channel statistics, we have

qi = ζbr

{
Ex

[
ρ

ρ+ 1
|aH

(θbr)x|2 +
1

ρ+ 1
Tr
(
xx

H
)]}

+ ν2,

where the first term corresponds to the LoS path and
the second term corresponds to the NLoS path. We have
Ex

[
|aH(θbr)x|2

]
= aH(θbr)Ra (θbr) ≤ PtM leading to the

upper bound qi ≤ ζbrPt

(
ρM+1
ρ+1

)
+ ν2. The total output

power of the active RIS elements is Pris =
∑L

i=1 |ωi|2qi. By
replacing qi with its upper bound and from (5d), we obtain (6).

2

Hence, if we choose Pmax to be larger than the upper
bound, (5e) will be redundant and can be ignored. From now
on, we ignore (5e) in the design. We now proceed to the design
of the transmit beamformers and RIS coefficients.

IV. PROPOSED SOLVER

The optimization problem in (5) is non-linear and non-
convex due to the quadratic inequality constraints and the
interdependence between the optimization variables, rendering
a joint solution difficult. Hence, we solve (5) in an alternating
manner, where we optimize the beamformers for a fixed choice
of the RIS coefficients and vice versa till convergence.
A. Updating C and S given ω

Let us define rank-1 matrices Ck = ckc
H

k for k = 1, . . . ,K

so that CCH =
∑K

k=1 Ck and SSH = R−
(∑K

k=1 Ck

)
. We

can express the SINR constraints in (5a) as [17](
1 + Γ−1

)
h

H

kCkhk ≥ h
H

kRhk + zk(ω) + σ2 (10)

for k = 1, . . . ,K. Then the beamformer design subproblem
becomes

max
R,C1,...,CK

min
m

Tr
(
Rgmg

H

m

)
subject to Ck ≽ 0, rank (Ck) = 1 (11)(

1 + Γ−1
)
h

H

kCkhk ≥ h
H

kRhk

+ zk(ω) + σ2, k = 1, . . . ,K

R ≽ 0,Tr(R) ≤ Pt,

(
R−

K∑
k=1

Ck

)
≽ 0.

On dropping the non-convex rank constraints, the above prob-
lem reduces to an SDP, which can be efficiently solved using
off-the-shelf solvers. To recover rank-1 matrices Ck from the
SDP solution, we adopt the procedure from [17] as described
next. Suppose R̂ and Ĉk, k = 1, . . . ,K, is the solution
to the relaxed problem. We construct the beamformers by
introducing the rank-1 matrices

c̃k =
Ĉkhk√
hH

kĈkhk

; C̃k = c̃kc̃
H

k , (12)

which satisfies hH

kC̃khk = hH

kĈkhk for k = 1, . . . ,K.
Since zk(ω) and σ2 are known constants independent of the
beamformers, (12) also satisfies the SINR constraints. We
then use the Cholesky decomposition to obtain the sensing
beamformers as (

R̂−
K∑

k=1

C̃k

)
= S̃S̃

H
. (13)

Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we can show that(
R̂−

∑K
k=1 C̃k

)
≽ 0. Thus, in other words, solution ob-

tained using (12) and (13) is a feasible solution to the con-
sidered optimization problem (11) whose objective function
is solely determined by R. Hence, the value of objective
function with the constructed solution will be same as that
of the relaxed solution. Before concluding this section, we re-
emphasize that the constraints (5c) and (5d) that solely depend
on the RIS coefficients are not relevant for the beamformer
design subproblem since the RIS coefficients are fixed.
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Figure 2: Worst-case target illumination power: (a) Impact of Pt with η = 10 dB and L = 20, (b) Impact of η with Pt = M and L = 20,
(c) Impact of L with η = 10 dB and Pt = M . (d) Impact of Γ with Pt = M,L = 20, and η = 10. We use Γ = 5 dB and rmax = −90 dB.

B. Updating ω given C and S

We now update the hybrid RIS coefficients while fixing the
beamformers. Unlike the design procedure involving passive
RIS, the presence of the RIS noise terms and the total power
constraint on the RIS elements complicate the design of RIS
coefficients. While the total power constraint for the RIS (5e)
can be redundant, the RIS noise power terms need to be
accounted for in the design of RIS coefficients.

To begin with, we express the received power at the targets
as a quadratic function of RIS coefficients. To do that, let
us define the variable vH = [ωT, 1] ∈ C1×(N+1). Then, the
signal power received at the mth target can be written as pm =
vHTmv = Tr(TmvvH), where Tm is given by (7). Similarly,
we define matrices Em in (8), Ak and Bk in (9), and express
the RIS coefficient design subproblem as

max
V=vvH

min
m

Tr (TmV)

Tr ((Ak − ΓBk)V) ≥ Γσ2, k = 1, . . . ,K (14a)
Tr (EmV) ≤ rmax, m = 1, . . . , T (14b)

|[V]i,i| ≤ η, i ∈ A, |[V]i,i| = 1, i ∈ P. (14c)

We can re-write the quadratic equality V = vvH equivalently
as V ≽ 0 along with rank (V) = 1. By dropping the
rank constraint, we get an SDP, which can be solved using
off-the-shelf solvers. The required rank-1 solution for the
RIS coefficients can be obtained using Gaussian randomiza-
tion [18]. Specifically, let Vopt be the solution to the relaxed
version of (14) and Ṽopt be the N × N top left submatrix
of Vopt. We draw multiple realizations of Gaussian random
vectors um ∼ CN (0, Ṽopt) and normalize elementwise to

satisfy (14c), and choose a subset of these realizations, say,
{um}Nrand

m=1 satisfying (14a) and (14b). The RIS reflection
coefficients are then obtained by selecting the realization that
results in the maximum worst-case target illumination power.

To summarize, we repeat the following steps till con-
vergence: (a) fix RIS coefficients and update beamformers
using (12) and (13) and (b) update RIS coefficients by solv-
ing (14) followed by Gaussian randomization. This completes
the design of beamformers and combiners.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present numerical simulations to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Throughout
the simulations, we use M = 16, N = 100, Γ = 5 dB,
K = 2, T = 4, L = 20, and η = 10 dB, unless otherwise
mentioned. The DFBS and RIS are located at (0, 0, 0) m and
(10,−8, 5) m, respectively. The user and target locations are
randomly generated from a 10× 10 m2 rectangular area with
bottom left corner located at (5,−2, 0) m. The pathloss for
the direct links and links involving the RIS are modeled as
30 + 22 log10(d) dB and 30 + 35 log10(d) dB, respectively,
where d is the distance between the terminals in m. The Rician
factor ρ is set to 10. We set σ2 = −94 dBm and ν2 =
−60 dBm and use 10 iterations of the proposed algorithm. All
plots are obtained by averaging over 100 independent wireless
channel realizations.

We compare the performance of the proposed method with
three benchmark schemes: (a) passive RIS, which is a
special case of the proposed method with L = 0, (b) random
RIS, where we design the beamformers S and C for a random

gc,mj =

[
diag

(
gH

rt,m

)
Hbrcj

gH

bt,mcj

]
, gr,mn =

[
diag

(
gH

rt,m

)
Hbrsn

gH

bt,msn

]
, Tm =

K∑
j=1

gc,mjg
H

c,mj +

M∑
n=1

gr,mng
H

r,mn. (7)

hc,kj =

[
diag

(
hH

ru,k

)
Hbrcj

hH

bu,kcj

]
, hr,km =

[
diag

(
hH

ru,k

)
Hbrsm

hH

bu,ksm

]
, Em = ν2

[
diag

(
gH

rt,m

)
diag (grt,m) 0

0H 0

]
. (8)

Ak = hc,kkh
H

c,kk, Bk =

K∑
j=1,j ̸=k

hc,kjh
H

c,kj +

M∑
m=1

hr,kmh
H

r,km + ν2

[
diag

(
hH

ru,k

)
diag (hru,k) 0

0H 0

]
. (9)
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choice of passive RIS phase shifts ωc, and (d) No RIS, which
is an ISAC system without any RIS. We simulate No RIS
scenario by setting ω = 0. For comparison, the same cost
function and constraints are used throughout the benchmark
schemes, and we use the worst-case target illumination power
as the (radar) performance metric.

In Fig. 2(a), we present the performance of different systems
by varying Pt. We can clearly observe that the hybrid-
RIS-assisted ISAC system with an amplification factor of
η = 10 dB and just L = 20 active elements significantly
outperforms both passive RIS assisted as well as ISAC systems
without RIS. Furthermore, the performance of random RIS
is comparable to that of No RIS scenario, thereby demon-
strating the need for an appropriate design to completely ben-
efit from the RIS. The performance of all methods improves
when we have a higher transmit power.

Impact of amplification factor (i.e., η) and the number of
active elements of the hybrid RIS (i.e., L) on the performance
is presented in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c), respectively. Perfor-
mance of the hybrid RIS assisted ISAC system improves with
an increase in η as well as L and can be attributed to two
phenomena. Firstly, a larger value of η leads to an increase in
the strength of paths due to increased amplification. Secondly,
increasing L leads to an increase in the degrees of freedom
in the RIS coefficient design since more number of elements
can now take values that are not constrained to be on the
unit circle, leading to improved beamforming performance and
possibly stronger amplification. As before, hybrid RIS is
found to remarkably outperform all benchmark schemes.

Impact of SINR (i.e., Γ) on the radar performance is
illustrated in Fig. 2(d). As Γ increases, the radar performance
decreases since a higher amount of power needs to be transmit-
ted towards the users to ensure a desired SINR. This tradeoff is
inherent in ISAC systems since the total power available for
communication and sensing is limited. The aforementioned
tradeoff is more prominent at higher SINRs due to increased
signal power requirement at the users. As before, the hybrid
RIS assisted ISAC system is significantly better than the
benchmark schemes.

To compute the additional power consumed by the hybrid
RIS, we substitute the parameters used in simulation in (6).
For Pt/M = 0 dB, η = 10 dB and L = 20, we obtain
Pris ≤ −12 dB (using (6)) while improving the target illu-
mination power by 11 dB when compared with No RIS, as
can be observed from Fig. 2(a). However, a fully passive RIS
requires Pt/M = 7 dB to achieve similar performance, which
is significantly high. To conclude, using a hybrid RIS leads to
significant improvements in the performance of ISAC systems
without significantly increasing the power consumption.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered a hybrid RIS to enhance the
performance of an ISAC system serving multiple users and
targets. Specifically, we designed transmit beamformers and
RIS coefficients to maximize the worst-case target illumination
power while ensuring a minimum SINR for the users and

keeping the RIS noise power bounded. We used an alter-
nating optimization based scheme and designed beamformers
by fixing RIS coefficients and vice versa. Specifically, we
relaxed each of the subproblems to obtain an SDP, which was
then solved using off-the-shelf solvers. The worst-case target
illumination power with the proposed hybrid RIS assisted
ISAC systems is found to be remarkably higher than that of
passive RIS assisted ISAC systems as well as ISAC systems
without RIS even when only a small fraction of the hybrid
RIS elements are active.
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